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The Luckiest Lady in London
What if a stranger begged: "Only you can help me find Daddy's killer"? A
consultant to FBI now on medical leave, Nica Dobson is wrestling with images of
whom she once was and who she is now. A recent breast cancer survivor, can she
find the courage that evaporated during her treatments, accept the changes in her
body and mind and unravel the maze of blackmail, death threats, deception,
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political mudslinging, and double-dealing? Investigating a suspicious death from
the eighties to prove a paternity connection between a terminally ill school teacher
and a hard-living rock star would be nearly impossible for Nica even with the
Bureau to back her up. Now? Nica is forced to depend on her nemesis from high
school, Payton Yu, who seems to ignore facts in his quest to become Hawaii's
governor. Being a Good Samaritan has never been more complicated, especially
when that requires digging up dangerous secrets involving an old moneyed
Hawaiian family and their ruthless matriarch. Sensuality Level: Behind Closed
Doors

Perfect
They say that opposites attract. But what happens when one of them has been
devastated by betrayal and the other is so damaged and jaded that his heart is
made of stone? In New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas's Dream Lake,
readers well enter the world of Friday Harbor, an enchanting town in the Pacific
Northwest where things are not quite as they seem and where true love might just
have a ghost of a chance Alex Nolan is about as bitter and cynical as they come.
One of three Nolan brothers who call Friday Harbor home, he's nothing like Sam or
Mark. They actually believe in love; they think the risk of pain is worth the chance
of happiness. But Alex battles his demons with the help of a whiskey bottle, and he
lives in his own private hell. And then, a ghost shows up. Only Alex can see him.
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Has Alex finally crossed over the threshold to insanity? Zoë Hoffman is as gentle
and romantic as they come. When she meets the startlingly gorgeous Alex Nolan,
all her instincts tell her to run. Even Alex tells her to run. But something in him
calls to Zoë, and she forces him to take a look at his life with a clear eye and to
open his mind to the possibility that love isn't for the foolish. The ghost has been
existing in the half-light of this world for decades. He doesn't know who he is, or
why he is stuck in the Nolans' Victorian house. All he knows is that he loved a girl
once. And Alex and Zoë hold the key to unlocking a mystery that keeps him
trapped here. Zoë and Alex are oil and water, fire and ice, sunshine and shadow.
But sometimes it takes only a glimmer of light to chase away the dark, and
sometimes love can reach beyond time, space, and reason to take hold of hearts
that yearn for it

Friday Harbor Series Books 1-4
After eighteen-year-old Darla Hawkins is caught shoplifting, she is sentenced to
spend six months in the custody of former marine colonel Mike Beckwith, who will
act as her daddy and disciplinarian during that time. Mike is more than ready to be
as firm as necessary, and when Darla doesn't obey him promptly during their first
meeting he wastes no time in baring her bottom, pulling her over his knee, and
spanking her until she's a very sorry little girl. Darla quickly discovers that a
spanking is far from the most humiliating punishment Mike is prepared to employ
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when she fails to do as she is told, and before long she has lost the privilege of
wearing big girl panties. Her daddy putting her in diapers is more embarrassing
than anything she has ever imagined, yet to her shame it also leaves her intensely
aroused. Her shame only increases when Mike decides that some very special
training is required to deal with her repeated disobedience, and she soon learns
that even her most intimate places belong to her daddy. Though his disciplinary
techniques frequently leave her with blushing cheeks and a sore bottom, Mike's
caring guidance and loving attention help Darla blossom in a way she never could
have before, and she grows closer to him with each passing day. But will she be
left on her own when her sentence is completed, or will her daddy find a way to
keep his little girl at his side forever? Publisher's Note: Assigned a Daddy is an
erotic novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, age play, anal play, elements
of medical play, elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please
don't buy this book.

Because You're Mine
When strong and handsome Heath Rayne pulled Lucinda Caldwell from a winter
river, he rescued her from an icy death. But soon he was plunging her into a torrid
torrent of passion that this New England beauty had never suspected could claim
her. Heath was unlike any other man Lucy had ever known: a dashing, mocking,
sensuous Southerner who came as a stranger to Lucy's town-and stayed as he
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stripped away her last shreds of resistance to the demands of desire and the
flaming fulfillment of love

Just the Sexiest Man Alive
The Hathaways Complete Series together for the first time in a convenient ebook
bundle includes the five books from The Hathaways series by New York Times
bestselling romance author Lisa Kleypas: Mine Till Midnight, Seduce Me at Sunrise,
Tempt Me at Twilight, Married by Morning, and Love in the Afternoon.

Crystal Cove
It was her father's dying wish that Samantha Elliot search for her grandmother,
who'd disappeared from Louisville when she was a baby. So here she was, in big,
dirty New York Cityher parents were dead, her divorce was final, and she was all
alone. Michael Taggert was Samantha's landlord, and he was easily the most
beautiful man she'd ever seen. He was charming, too -- his zest for life was so
contagious that in his presence Sam bloomed like a flower after the rain. Yet Mike
could only get so far with her -- when he tried to get closer, it was like running into
a brick wall. But Mike wouldn't give up. As they probed her grandmother's past, he
was slowly uncovering the joy and affection Samantha had buried long ago -- and
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leading them closer to the dangerous truth about a bloody spring night in 1928,
and a seductive blues singer named Maxie.

Sweetest Scoundrel
Hungry Girl's supermarket bible includes an aisle-by-aisle list of food finds; minireviews of the best grocery store foods under 300, 200 and 100 calories; warnings
about the worst foods at the store; comparisons of similar foods; and more.
Original.

Blue-Eyed Devil
A self-made millionaire. A sassy entrepreneur. Their corporate merger might just
set the night on fire in this electrifying thriller from perennial bestseller Jayne Ann
Krentz. Olivia Chantry may leave her desk in disarray, but she’s a business
dynamo—and the success of her Seattle-based company, Light Fantastic, keeps
her from dwelling on her crumbled marriage. When Olivia inherits 49 percent of
Glow, Inc., her uncle’s high-tech lighting firm, she butts heads with the interloper
who bagged the other 51 percent: Jasper Sloan, a venture capitalist known as an
orderly man with all his ducks in a row. Right from the start, the so-called partners
nearly crash and burn—and can barely contain the sexual energy crackling
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between them. But when they discover a blackmailer uncovering secrets inside
Glow, Olivia and Jasper’s steamy joint venture faces the acid test of truth…and a
need for absolute trust. For when extortion turns to murder, a union of their
minds—and hearts—might be their only chance to stay alive. “Equal parts romance
and suspense” (Publishers Weekly), Flash is yet another exhilarating and steamy
thriller from the “queen of the genre” (Kirkus Reviews).

After The Night
How can you talk about something that you can't remember? Before the ski trip,
Cassidy "Sid" Murphy was a cheerleader (on the bottom of the pyramid, but still)
and a straight-A student, with two of the best friends a girl could ask for. When Sid
finds herself on a ski lift with hunky local college guy, Dax Windsor, she's thrilled.
"Come to a party with me," he tells her, but Dax isn't what he seems. He takes
everything from Sid-including a lock of her perfect red curls-and she can't
remember any of it. After the ski trip, Sid is an insomniac and an obsessive latenight runner, unable to relate to her old friends. Caught in a downward spiral, Sid
drops her college prep classes and takes up residence in the A/V room with only
Corey "The Living Stoner" Livingston for company. But as she gets to know
Corey--slacker, baker, total dreamboat--Sid finds someone who truly makes her
happy. Now, if only she could shake the nightmares, everything would be perfect
Witty and poignant, Colleen Clayton's debut is a stunning story of moving on after
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the unthinkable happens.

The Travis Family, The Complete Series
When his sister dies, Mark Nolan is left in charge of her six-year-old daughter,
Holly, who refuses to speak after her mother's death, until she makes a connection
with widowed toy shop owner Maggie Collins.

Cold Hearts
Lisa Kleypas has enthralled millions of readers with her powerfully seductive
novels. Now she delivers a story featuring her most unforgettable characters yet.in
Sugar Daddy SHE'S FROM THE WRONG SIDE OF THE TRACKS Liberty Jones has
dreams and determination that will take her far away from Welcome, Texas---if she
can keep her wild heart from ruling her mind. Hardy Cates sees Liberty as
completely off-limits. His own ambitions are bigger than Welcome, and Liberty
Jones is a complication he doesn't need. But something magical and potent draws
them to each other, in a dangerous attraction that is stronger than both of them.
HE'S THE ONE MAN SHE CAN'T HAVE When Hardy leaves town to pursue his plans,
Liberty finds herself alone with a young sister to raise. Soon Liberty finds herself
under the spell of a billionaire tycoon---a Sugar Daddy, one might say. But the
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relationship goes deeper than people think, and Liberty begins to discover secrets
about her own family's past. WILL THEY FIND THEIR HEARTS' DESIRES OR WILL
HEARTBREAK TEAR THEM APART? Two men. One woman. A choice that can make
her or break her. A woman you'll root for every step of the way. A love story you'll
never forget.

Redwood Bend
A New Adult novel from USA Today bestselling author Erin McCarthy When Rory
Macintosh's roommates find out that their studious and shy friend has never been
with a guy, they decide that, as an act of kindness they'll help her lose her virginity
by hiring confident, tattooed bad boy Tyler Mann to do the jobunbeknownst to
Rory. Tyler has told Rory that he's not good enough for her. She's smart, doctor
smart, while he's barely scraping by at his EMT program, hoping to pull his younger
brothers out of the hell their druggy mother has left them in. But he can't seem to
stay away from her, and even when Rory knows she should push him away,
something about him makes it nearly impossible for her to resist--even though her
heart is at stake Torn between common sense and desire, the two find themselves
caught up in a passionate relationship. But when Tyler's broken family threatens to
destroy his future, and hers, Rory will need to decide whether to cut her ties to his
risky world or follow her heart, no matter what the cost
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Then Came You
Get wrapped up in the gripping second installment of New York Times bestselling
author Sharon Sala’s Secrets and Lies trilogy as a chilling foe threatens everyone’s
safety. If only it had been something else that brought Lissa Sherman and Mack
Jackson back in touch after so many years. Something—anything—other than the
murder of Mack’s father. Even worse, Lissa’s car had been used as the murder
weapon. Thirty-five years ago, four friends went out joyriding and ended up in a
terrible accident that left one dead and the others with no memory of that awful
night. Now two more people, including Mack’s father, have been murdered, and if
the lone survivor knows why they’re being targeted, she’s not talking. Even as
Lissa and Mack find themselves drawn together in the midst of tragedy, the
mystery deepens when someone comes after Lissa, too. Is the danger to her tied
to the other deaths, or are two killers at work in town? Now Mack has to fight an
unknown attacker as well as his feelings for Lissa, but it may be that he can’t win
either battle. Previously published

Sugar Daddy
Here together for the first time in a convenient ebook bundle, the first four books
in New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas' Friday Harbor series: Christmas
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Eve at Friday Harbor Three lonely people. Three lives at the crossroads. Three
people who are about to discover that Christmas is the time of year when anything
is possible, and when wishes have a way of finding the path home Rainshadow
Road Lucy Marinn is a glass artist living in Friday Harbor, Washington, with a
boyfriend who she believes is her soul mate. She has always had a magical side—a
gift that finds its way into the glasswork she creates—and she struggles to keep it
contained. But then Lucy is blindsided when her boyfriend leaves her and his new
lover is none other than Lucy's own sister. Questions about love, loyalty, old
patterns, mistakes, and new beginnings are explored as Lucy learns that some
things in life—even after being broken—can be re-made into something beautiful.
And that it is only by discovering who you really are that you can find the one who
truly deserves you. Dream Lake One of three Nolan brothers who call Friday Harbor
home, Alex Nolan, is about as bitter and cynical as they come. He battles his
demons with the help of a whiskey bottle, and he lives in his own private hell. And
then, a ghost shows up. Only Alex can see him. Has he finally crossed over the
threshold to insanity? When Zoë Hoffman meets the startlingly gorgeous Alex
Nolan, all her instincts tell her to run. But she somehow manages to open his mind
to the possibility that old ghosts can breathe new life into a broken soul—and that
love can reach beyond time, space, and reason to take hold of hearts that yearn
for it. . . Crystal Cove As the proprietor of a successful boutique hotel, Justine
Hoffman has the life she has always wanted. But there is still something missing:
Love. A spell was cast on Justine when she was born, with the result that she will
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never find her soul mate. But she is nothing if not determined and eventually
Justine finds a way to break the enchantment—never dreaming of the dangerous
complications that will follow

Hungry Girl Supermarket Survival
A classic historical romance novel from New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas
(“One of today’s leading lights in romantic fiction” —Seattle Times), Because
You’re Mine is a breathtaking tale of romantic intrigues and uncontained passions
that showcases this acclaimed author at her very best. Returning to Regency Era
London, Kleypas weaves a sensuous tale of a lovely intriguer’s attempts to seduce
a notorious seducer in order to save herself from an unwanted prearranged
marriage—only to have true love complicate the affair. This is emotional, sensual,
absolutely superb storytelling from a multiple RITA Award-winning historical
romance superstar that any serious fan of top-quality love stories must not miss.

What Happens Next
Lady Sophia Colley, daughter of the late Earl of Tremont, faces mercenary relatives
demanding she marry the money her funds-poor father failed to leave them.
Gabriel Whitney, Marquess Eastlyn (East to his friends), is tasked by the Crown
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with opening new trade with China. Calling upon his three boon companions:
South, North, and West--The Compass Club--for aid, two things stand in East's way:
The Society of Bishops, a group of men who were East's boyhood tormenters, and
false rumors of his engagement to Lady Sophia Colley. When East arrives at Lady
Sophia's doorstep to dispel the rumor, the last thing he expects is to be entranced
by a woman who's lived beneath his notice. East proposes on the spot. Sophie
turns him down flat. The desire between them may be impossible to deny, but
deny it she must to protect East from a past intrigue that is about to place them
both in very present danger. REVIEWS: "Jo Goodman is a master at historical
romance." ~Fresh Fiction THE COMPASS CLUB, in series order Let Me Be The One
Everything I Ever Wanted All I Ever Needed Beyond A Wicked Kiss THE DENNEHY
SISTERS, in series order: Only My Love My Heart's Desire Forever in My Heart
Always in My Dreams Only in My Arms THE MARSHALL BROTHERS, in series order:
Her Defiant Heart His Heart's Revenge THE THORNE BROTHERS TRILOGY, in series
order: My Steadfast Heart My Reckless Heart With All My Heart

What a Wallflower Wants
"She's a lovably flawed heroine and he's a complex, appealing, and forthright hero.
While this fun tale stands on its own, the author also provides satisfying glimpses
of the happily paired-off protagonists of the earlier books in the series" -Page 13/31
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The Travis Family Series, Books 1-3
The New York Times bestselling author of Sugar Daddy is back with her most
breathtaking, hot-and-bothered novel yet! MEET THE BLUE-EYED DEVIL His name is
Hardy Cates. He's a self-made millionaire who comes from the wrong side of the
tracks. He's made enemies in the rough-and-tumble ride to the top of Houston's oil
industry. He's got hot blood in his veins. And vengeance on his mind. MEET THE
HEIRESS She's Haven Travis. Despite her family's money, she refuses to set out on
the path they've chosen for her. But when Haven marries a man her family
disapproves of, her life is set on a new and dangerous course. Two years later,
Haven comes home, determined to guard her heart. And Hardy Cates, a family
enemy, is the last person she needs darkening her door or setting her soul on fire.
WATCH THE SPARKS FLY. . . . Filled with Lisa Kleypas's trademark sensuality, filled
with characters you love to hate and men you love to love, Blue-Eyed Devil will
hold you captive in its storytelling power as the destiny of two people unfolds with
every magical word.

The Hathaways Complete Series
Duty compels her to turn her back on marriage. Fate drives him to protect her
come what may. Then love takes a hand in this battle of yearning hearts, stubborn
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wills, and a match too powerful to deny. #1 New York Times bestselling author
Stephanie Laurens returns to rugged Scotland with a dramatic tale of passionate
desire and unwavering devotion. Restless and impatient, Marcus Cynster waits for
Fate to come calling. He knows his destiny lies in the lands surrounding his family
home, but what will his future be? Equally importantly, with whom will he share it?
Of one fact he feels certain: his fated bride will not be Niniver Carrick. His elusive
neighbor attracts him mightily, yet he feels compelled to protect her—even from
himself. Fickle Fate, he’s sure, would never be so kind as to decree that Niniver
should be his. The best he can do for them both is to avoid her. Niniver has vowed
to return her clan to prosperity. The epitome of fragile femininity, her delicate and
ethereal exterior cloaks a stubborn will and an unflinching devotion to the people
in her care. She accepts that in order to achieve her goal, she cannot risk marrying
and losing control of the clan’s reins to an inevitably controlling husband.
Unfortunately, too many local men see her as their opportunity. Soon, she’s forced
to seek help to get rid of her unwelcome suitors. Powerful and dangerous, Marcus
Cynster is perfect for the task. Suppressing her wariness over tangling with a
gentleman who so excites her passions, she appeals to him for assistance with her
peculiar problem. Although at first he resists, Marcus discovers that, contrary to his
expectations, his fated role is to stand by Niniver’s side and, ultimately, to claim
her hand. Yet in order to convince her to be his bride, they must plunge headlong
into a journey full of challenges, unforeseen dangers, passion, and yearning, until
Niniver grasps the essential truth—that she is indeed a match for Marcus Cynster.
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A neo-Gothic tale of passionate romance set in the uplands of southwestern
Scotland A Cynster Second Generation Novel – a classic historical romance of
114,000 words. Praise for the works of Stephanie Laurens “Stephanie Laurens’
heroines are marvelous tributes to Georgette Heyer: feisty and strong.” Cathy Kelly
“Stephanie Laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant
plots, snappy dialogue, and unforgettable characters.” Historical Romance
Reviews. “Stephanie Laurens plays into readers’ fantasies like a master and claims
their hearts time and again.” Romantic Times Magazine

Flash
Left behind by an ambitious man who considers her off limits, Texas girl Liberty
Jones struggles to raise her younger sister and eventually makes her way to the big
city, where she falls under the spell of a billionaire tycoon who holds secrets from
Liberty's mother's past. By the author of Devil in Winter. 225,000 first printing.

All I Ever Needed (The Compass Club Series, Book 3)
A woman with a secret . . . Reckless beauty Lily Lawson delights in shocking
London society. She will break any rule to get what she wants . . . and she is
determined to stop her younger sister from marrying Alex, Lord Wolverton, a
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handsome and arrogant earl who has vowed never to fall in love. A man who will
do anything to possess her . . . To Alex's fury, the headstrong hellion presents a
temptation he can't resist. He vows to make her pay dearly for her
interference—with her body, her soul, and her stubborn, well-guarded heart. As
Alex and Lily challenge each other at every turn, they are caught up in a white-hot
desire that burns through every defense and exposes the mystery of Lily's past . . .
and together they discover that love is the most dangerous game of all.

Brown-Eyed Girl
Embittered by her fiancé's abandonment for her sister, Washington state glass
artist Lucy is unknowingly set up by her ex with his friend Sam, a relationship that
is threatened by her ex's second thoughts and Lucy's discovery of the truth. By the
best-selling author of Christmas Eve at Friday Harbor. Reprint. 750,000 first
printing.

Starlight on Willow Lake
When she finds a way to break the spell that prevents her from finding true love,
Justine Hoffman falls for the mysterious Jason Black, unleashing a dangerous
passion that could destroy everything.
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Mr Perfect
FAITH DEVILIN: A poor, outcast child in Prescott, Louisiana, she'd always adored
the town's golden boy from afar. But he called her white trash that sultry Southern
night when his rich, respected father disappeared, along with her pretty Mom. Now
Faith wanted to hate Gray Rouillardnot to feel a powerful surge of desire. But she
couldn't quench her passion, any more than she could hide the truth about the
past she had waited so long to unravel. GRAY ROUILLARD: Even when he raised
hell, he did it with style. Reckless, charming, and backed by Rouillard money, Gray
controlled the town of Prescott -- and Devlin was a name he never wanted to hear
again. But when he gazed at Faith Devlin, all he saw was a swirl of tangled sheets
and her silken flesh beneath him. To care for her was impossible,
unthinkablebecause Gray Rouillard planned to use all his power to ruin her.

Sugar Daddy
In the third novel in Maya Rodale's charming Wallflower series, London's Least
Likely to Be Caught in a Compromising Position finds temptation in a devilishly
handsome stranger . . . Miss Prudence Merryweather Payton has a secret.
Everyone knows that she's the only graduate from her finishing school to remain
unwed on her fourth season—but no one knows why. With her romantic illusions
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shattered after being compromised against her will, Prudence accepts a proposal
even though her betrothed is not exactly a knight in shining armor. When he
cowardly pushes her out of their stagecoach to divert a highwayman, she vows
never to trust another man again. John Roark, Viscount Castleton, is nobody's hero.
He's a blue-eyed charmer with a mysterious past and ambitious plans for his
future—that do not include a wife. When he finds himself stranded at a country inn
with a captivating young woman, a delicate dance of seduction ensues. He knows
he should keep his distance. And he definitely shouldn't start falling in love with
her. When Prudence's dark past comes back to haunt her, John must protect
her—even though he risks revealing his own secrets that could destroy his future.

Dream Lake
A woman is drawn to a dangerously intruiging man in this unique historical
romance from New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ashley. It was whispered
all through London Society that Ian Mackenzie was mad, that he’d spent his youth
in an asylum, and was not to be trusted—especially with a lady. For the reputation
of any woman caught in his presence was instantly ruined. Yet Beth found herself
inexorably drawn to the Scottish lord whose hint of a brogue wrapped around her
like silk and whose touch could draw her into a world of ecstasy. Despite his
decadence and his intimidating intelligence, she could see that he needed help.
Her help. Because suddenly the only thing that made sense to her was…The
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Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie.

Christmas Eve at Friday Harbor
A wealthy and bitter exile, he most dangerous and desirable man in all of England,
he burns to possess a proud, headstrong beauty who is promised to another. But
winning Emma Stokehurst's exquisite hand through threats and determination
does nothing to fill the empty spaces in Nikola's heart—until passion's magic
carries the handsome, tormented prince back to a bygone era of splendor and
romantic dreams. For there his destiny awaits him in a distant life. And in one
remarkable woman's tender touch—achingly familiar but gloriously new—he must
seek the elusive promise of ecstasy . . .and learn, at last, to love.

Love, Come to Me
Living a life of pleasure and zero commitments, millionaire Texas playboy Jack
Travis confronts responsibility for the first time in his life when an enraged aunt
and the abandoned infant of one of Jack's former lovers appears on his doorstep.

The Madness of Lord Ian Mackenzie
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#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs sweeps readers away with a
stunning tale of the delicate ties that bind a family together…and the secrets that
tear them apart. Faith McCallum is intent on rebuilding her shattered life and
giving her two daughters a chance at a better future. But she faces a formidable
challenge in the form of her new employer, Alice Bellamy. Recovering from a tragic
accident, she opens her historic lakeside home to Faith and the girls. While Faith
proves a worthy match for her sharp-tongued client, she often finds herself at a
loss for words in the presence of Mason Bellamy—Alice's charismatic son, who
clearly longs to escape the family mansion and return to his fast-paced, exciting
life in Manhattan…and his beautiful, jet-setting fiancée. The last place Mason
wants to be is a remote town in the Catskills, far from his life in the city, but his
mother's devastating mishap—and a long-buried family scandal—has called him
home. Faith McCallum, with her legendary nursing skills, is supposed to be the key
to his escape. But when Faith makes a chilling discovery about Alice, Mason is
forced to reconsider his desire to keep everyone, including his mother, at a
distance. Now he finds himself wondering if the supercharged life he's created for
himself is what he truly wants…and whether exploring his past might lead to a new
life—and lasting love—on the tranquil shores of Willow Lake.

Where Dreams Begin
What would make your perfect man? That's the delicious topic heating up the
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proceedings at a certain table of professional women at their favourite restaurant.
As the conversation picks up momentum, so do the quartet's requirements for Mr
Perfect. And they write down a tongue-in-cheek list that's both funny and racy. The
next thing Jaine Bright and her three girlfriends know, the List becomes an
overnight sensation, grabbing the interest of local newspapers and television
coverage. No one expected this avalanche of attention for something that began
as a joke among friends. But the joke turns deadly serious when one of the four is
murdered The prime suspect in the case is the victim's boyfriend, one of a number
of men who found the List sexist and offensive. But an impenetrable alibi gets him
off the hook. Now, with the help of Jaine's neighbour, an unpredictable police
detective, the puzzle must be solved - and time is running out as a deadly stalker
targets the three remaining friends, and the dream of Mr Perfect becomes a
chilling nightmare.

Doubts of the Heart
When she is hired to coach People's "Sexiest Man Alive" for his role in an upcoming
legal thriller, lawyer Taylor Donovan refuses to fall for Jason Andrews's Hollywood
heartthrob ways. Original.

Rainshadow Road
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In Jazz Age London, a tale of a passionate and forbidden interracial romance, and
the unbreakable bond between a bright young woman and her eccentric
grandmother, unfolds. Original.

Smooth Talking Stranger
"Transporting" --The New York Times Book Review From the superbly gifted Sherry
Thomas comes this beautifully written romance about a marriage of convenience
that turns inconveniently passionate Felix Rivendale, the Marquess of Wrenworth,
is The Ideal Gentleman, a man all men want to be and all women want to possess.
Even Felix himself almost believes this golden image. But underneath is a
damaged soul soothed only by public adulation. Louisa Cantwell needs to marry
well to support her sisters. She does not, however, want Lord Wrenworth—though
he seems inexplicably interested in her. She mistrusts his outward perfection, and
the praise he garners everywhere he goes. Still, when he is the only man to
propose at the end of the London season, she reluctantly accepts. Louisa does not
understand her husband’s mysterious purposes, but she cannot deny the pleasure
her body takes in his touch. Nor can she deny the pull this magnetic man exerts
upon her. But does she dare to fall in love with a man so full of dark secrets, any
one of which could devastate her, if she were to get any closer?
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Before I Met You
Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in New York Times bestselling
author Judith McNaught’s contemporary romances that will make “you laugh, cry,
and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now available for the first time on
ebook. A rootless foster child, Julie Mathison has blossomed under the love
showered upon her by her adoptive family. Now a lovely and vivacious young
woman, she is a respected teacher in her small Texas town and is determined to
give back all the kindness she has received, believing that nothing can ever shatter
the perfect life she has fashioned. Zachary Benedict is an actor whose Academy
Award-winning career was shattered when he was wrongly convicted of murdering
his wife. After the tall, ruggedly handsome Zack escapes from a Texas prison, he
abducts Julie and forces her to drive him to his Colorado mountain hideout. She’s
outraged, cautious, and unable to ignore the instincts that whispers of his
innocence. He’s cynical, wary, and increasingly attracted to her. Desire is about to
capture them both in its fierce embrace but the journey to trust, true commitment,
and proving Zack’s innocence is just beginning. “A mixture of virtue and passion
that is almost—ahem—perfect” (Kirkus Reviews) this is a captivating tale that fans
will adore.

Assigned a Daddy
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Love in the Afternoon continues the Hallaways series by Victorian romance author
Lisa Kleypas. As a lover of animals and nature, Beatrix Hathaway has always been
more comfortable outdoors than in the ballroom. Even though she participated in
the London season in the past, the classic beauty and free-spirited Beatrix has
never been swept away or seriously courtedand she has resigned herself to the
fate of never finding love. Has the time come for the most unconventional of the
Hathaway sisters to settle for an ordinary man—just to avoid spinsterhood?
Captain Christopher Phelan is a handsome, daring soldier who plans to marry
Beatrix's friend, the vivacious flirt Prudence Mercer, when he returns from fighting
abroad. But, as he explains in his letters to Pru, life on the battlefield has darkened
his soul—and it's becoming clear that Christopher won't come back as the same
man. When Beatrix learns of Pru's disappointment, she decides to help by
concocting Pru's letters to Christopher for her. Soon the correspondence between
Beatrix and Christopher develops into something fulfilling and deepand when
Christopher comes home, he's determined to claim the woman he loves. What
began as Beatrix's innocent deception has resulted in the agony of unfulfilled
love—and a passion that can't be denied

A Match For Marcus Cynster
SHE'S TAKING CHARGE Prim, proper, and thrifty, Eve Dinwoody is all business when
it comes to protecting her brother's investment. But when she agrees to control
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the purse strings of London's premier pleasure garden, Harte's Folly, she finds
herself butting heads with an infuriating scoundrel who can't be controlled. HE'S
RUNNING THE SHOW Bawdy and bold, Asa Makepeace doesn't have time for a
penny-pinching prude like Eve. As the garden's larger-than-life owner, he's already
dealing with self-centered sopranos and temperamental tenors. He's not about to
let an aristocratic woman boss him around . . . no matter how enticing she is. BUT
LOVE CONQUERS ALL In spite of her lack of theatrical experience-and her fiery
clashes with Asa-Eve is determined to turn Harte's Folly into a smashing success.
But the harder she tries to manage the stubborn rake, the harder it is to ignore his
seductive charm and raw magnetism. There's no denying the smoldering fire
between them-and trying to put it out would be the greatest folly of all . . .

Sweet Liar
New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas delivers the unforgettable, sexy
tale of a brash rogue who meets his equal in a woman who knows exactly what she
wants . . . Zachary Bronson has built an empire of wealth and power. Now he is
seeking a wife to help secure his position in the ton . . . as well as warm his bed in
private. But not just any woman will do for one of London's most notorious rakes.
When he meets Lady Holly Taylor, he surrenders to the temptation to take her in
his arms and kiss her. Yet he's pleasantly surprised to discover her fierce passions
match his own. Lady Holly Taylor is destined to spend her life playing by society's
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rules even when they go against her bolder instincts. But Zachary's kiss arouses
her, and though his shocking offer doesn't include marriage, she is compelled to
risk everything for the most forbidden passion.

True
Here together for the first time in a convenient ebook bundle, the first three books
in New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas' beloved series featuring the
Travis family: Sugar Daddy Liberty Jones has dreams and determination that will
take her far away from Welcome, Texas. Hardy Cates' ambitions are bigger than
Welcome, and Liberty Jones is a complication he doesn't need. But something
magical and potent draws them to each other, in a dangerous attraction that is
stronger than both of them. Hardy leaves town to pursue his plans and soon
Liberty finds herself under the spell of a billionaire tycoon. But the relationship
goes deeper than people think, and Liberty begins to discover secrets about her
own family's past. Two men. One woman. A choice that can make her or break her.
A woman you'll root for every step of the way. A love story you'll never forget. BlueEyed Devil Hardy Cates is a self-made millionaire who comes from the wrong side
of the tracks. He's made enemies in the rough-and-tumble ride to the top of
Houston's oil industry. He's got hot blood in his veins. And vengeance on his mind.
Haven Travis refuses to set out on the path her wealthy family has chosen for her.
But when Haven marries a man her family disapproves of, her life is set on a new
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and dangerous course. Two years later, Haven comes home, determined to guard
her heart. And Hardy Cates, a family enemy, is the last person she needs
darkening her door or setting her soul on fire. Smooth Talking Stranger Jack Travis
leads the uncomplicated life of a millionaire Texas playboy. But no one has ever
truly touched his heart or soul. Until one day, a woman appears on his doorstep
with fury on her face and a baby in her arms. It seems Jack is the father and this
woman is the baby's aunt. The real mother has abandoned the child to her more
responsible sister. And now, Jack is being called upon to take responsibility for the
first time in his life.

Love in the Afternoon
Here together for the first time in a convenient ebook bundle, all four books in New
York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas' beloved series featuring the Travis
family: Sugar Daddy Liberty Jones has dreams and determination that will take her
far away from Welcome, Texas. Hardy Cates' ambitions are bigger than Welcome,
and Liberty Jones is a complication he doesn't need. But something magical and
potent draws them to each other, in a dangerous attraction that is stronger than
both of them. Hardy leaves town to pursue his plans and soon Liberty finds herself
under the spell of a billionaire tycoon. But the relationship goes deeper than
people think, and Liberty begins to discover secrets about her own family's past.
Two men. One woman. A choice that can make her or break her. A woman you'll
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root for every step of the way. A love story you'll never forget. Blue-Eyed Devil
Hardy Cates is a self-made millionaire who comes from the wrong side of the
tracks. He's made enemies in the rough-and-tumble ride to the top of Houston's oil
industry. He's got hot blood in his veins. And vengeance on his mind. Haven Travis
refuses to set out on the path her wealthy family has chosen for her. But when
Haven marries a man her family disapproves of, her life is set on a new and
dangerous course. Two years later, Haven comes home, determined to guard her
heart. And Hardy Cates, a family enemy, is the last person she needs darkening
her door or setting her soul on fire. Smooth Talking Stranger Jack Travis leads the
uncomplicated life of a millionaire Texas playboy. But no one has ever truly
touched his heart or soul. Until one day, a woman appears on his doorstep with
fury on her face and a baby in her arms. It seems Jack is the father and this woman
is the baby's aunt. The real mother has abandoned the child to her more
responsible sister. And now, Jack is being called upon to take responsibility for the
first time in his life. Brown-Eyed Girl Wedding planner Avery Crosslin may be a
rising star in Houston society, but she doesn’t believe in true love—at least not for
herself. When she meets wealthy bachelor Joe Travis and mistakes him for a
wedding photographer, she has no intention of letting him sweep her off her feet.
But Joe is a man who goes after what he wants. When Joe makes it clear that he’s
not going to give up easily, Avery must confront the insecurities and beliefs that
stem from a past she would do anything to forget.
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Prince of Dreams
On her way to visit Virgin River with her two boys, Katie Malone is sidelined with a
flat tire--until rugged biker Dylan Childress comes to her rescue. Original. 459,000
first printing.
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